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hen people think of reindeer, they
think of Christmas. Reindeer pull
Santa’s sleigh and are featured in
Christmas cards and festive music worldwide
(usually sporting red noses). But how much
do you really know about this northern-most
deer species, roaming the Arctic fringe?

25

ere are
Festive Reindeer Facts
- one for each day of advent!
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#1

Reindeer became associated
with Santa through poetry

In 1823, the publication of “A Visit from
Saint Nicholas” (aka “The Night Before
Christmas”) by Clement Clarke Moore,
introduced the world to Dasher, Dancer,
Prancer, Vixen, Comet, Cupid, Dunder
and Blixem (the latter two names were later changed from Dutch to German, becoming Donner and Blitzen, meaning “thunder” and “lightning,” respectively.) As for
Rudolph, he wasn’t introduced until 1939,
when Robert L. May produced a colouring book titled “Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer.” The cervid with the shiny nose
really did go down in history, and has been
guiding Santa’s sleigh ever since!

#2

Reindeer are also known as
caribou in North America

Both reindeer and caribou are the same
species (Rangifer tarandus), but the term
reindeer generally refers to the domesticated variety living in Scandinavia and
Siberia, which are typically smaller than
their wild caribou relatives.

The name “reindeer” is of Norse origin
(from the old Norse word “hreinn” for
deer) and has nothing to do with the reins
of a sled. Caribou is based on the French
word for “snow shoveler,” in reference to
the animal’s habit of digging through the
snow for food.

#3

Reindeer racing is an Arctic
sport

In Norway, Finland, Russia and Alaska,
winter means reindeer games! Jockeys
are pulled over the snow on skis or sleds
by specially-trained reindeer, running at
speeds of up to 48 mph (80 km/ph). Their
thick fur makes reindeer prone to overheating, so they pant like dogs to stay cool.

#4

Reindeer of both sexes grow
antlers

In all other deer species, only the male
grows antlers, but that’s not true for reindeer. That means it’s not always easy to tell
the sex of a reindeer, except for when it’s
time to shed the antlers. Males lose theirs
in winter, at the end of the mating season.
But females keep their antlers until spring
or summer, probably to help them excavate more food from the snow, and nourish their calves throughout pregnancy.

#5

Reindeer are important to the
survival of many cultures.

In Scandinavia and Russia, reindeer have
been domesticated, and many Sami (also
Sámi or Saami) peoples make their livelihoods from semi-nomadic reindeer herding. Reindeer provide them with meat,
fur and transportation, as well as milk
(for consumption), antlers (for tools and
homeware), and sinew (which is used to
spin threads).
Sami peoples have approximately 400
words for the food, tools and other products and parts taken from reindeer. The
Sami people of northern Finland even
have a unit of measurement called the ‘poronkusema’ - the distance a reindeer can
walk before stopping to urinate!

The reindeer Chukchi people
live as nomads in the inland tundra regions of Russia. They migrate seasonally with their herds
of reindeer, which have come
to provide many of their necessities: meat for food, and skins
for clothing and ‘Yaranga’ (tents
which are covered by reindeer
skin and built on props).

Nenets peoples inhabit the Northern taiga
belt of the European and Western Siberian part of the Russian Federation. Reindeer herders are nomadic, migrating over
long distances (up to 10,00km annually)
between summer and winter pastures.
Reindeer mean everything to the Nenets they are used for meat production, handicrafts and transportation, as well as being
central to social, cultural, spiritual and
economic life. Reindeer are
so important to their
way of life that
the Nenets treat them
almost like part of
their families.

#6

Reindeer are the only mammals that can see UV light

While human vision cannot detect wavelengths below the 400 nanometre mark,
researchers at University College London
showed that reindeer can see as far down
as 320 nm, into the UV spectrum. This
ability, which renders any UV-absorbing
materials black against the white snow, is
crucial to the survival of the deer, allowing
them to see things such as urine (a sign
of predators or competitors), lichens (a
major food source in winter), and white
fur (making predators such as wolves very
easy to see, despite them being camouflaged to other animals.)

#7

Reindeer eyes change colour
between summer and winter

Due to the extremely limited light in the
far northern winter, the eyes of Arctic reindeer need to be more sensitive to light. Eye
colour changes from yellow-green in the
summer months, to a deep blue in winter, helping scatter incoming light, which
results in better vision.
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#9

Reinder hair is hollow

The fur is double-layered, made up of a
dense undercoat and a second coat of longer, hollow ‘guard hairs’, which trap air and
insulate against the cold. It also helps keep
reindeer buoyant in water, which is handy
when travelling across massive rivers and
lakes on migration.

#10

Reinder milk is very high
in fat

Calves are born in the spring and grow
rapidly on some of the richest milk produced by any terrestrial mammal. Reindeer milk is 22 per cent fat (compared
with a dairy cow, which produces milk
with about 5 per cent fat). The rich milk
helps calves quickly put on fat themselves,
enabling them to survive in the frigid Arctic environment.
Reindeer milk is also consumed by the
Sami peoples, because no other dairy animal can survive in such a cold and hostile
environment.

#11

Reinder grow a new set of
antlers every year

During the growth phase, reindeer antlers
are supplied with blood by a furry ‘velvet’
layer. Once the antlers are fully grown, the
velvet dries and peels off, leaving just the
bone. Later in the season, when it is time
to shed the antlers altogether, bone-dissolving materials invade the antler bases,
causing them to fall off. But the antlers
don’t go to waste - they are readily devoured by rodents and other animals (even
the reindeer themselves), as they are high
in calcium and other minerals required
for healthy bones and bodies.

#12

Reinder have the widest
feet of any deer

The toes spread out wide and act like
snowshoes, distributing the animal’s
weight so that it can walk over snow, ice
and wetlands without sinking in! Reindeer
hooves are unique because they also adapt
to seasonal weather conditions. In the
summer, when the ground is wet, the foot
pads expand and soften, providing extra
traction. But in the winter, they shrink and
tighten, exposing the rim of the hooves.
This means they can cut into crusted snow
and ice, and prevent slipping. And it’s also
useful when digging for food.

#13

Reindeer have an enzyme
unique among mammals

During winter, reindeer survive largely on
lichens (organisms comprised of fungi and
algae), especially one commonly known as
“reindeer moss”. They may have to dig to
reach the lichens beneath the snow layer.
Reindeer are the only mammals that can
digest lichen, because of a unique enzyme
called lichenase, which converts it into
glucose. During the summer, reindeer
will also graze on grasses, sedges, herbs,
trees and shrubs - and have been known
to have a predilection for mushrooms,
including an intoxicating fungus with
hallucinogenic properties. No one knows
how it affects the reindeer, but the same
mushrooms alter human senses in strange,
psychedelic ways.

#14

Reindeer have a strong
sense of smell

And it’s that sense of smell that assists
them in finding lichen under the snow.
They can sniff out the plant material easily,
even through snow that is 60 centimeters
deep! Reindeer noses are also specially
adapted to warm the air they breathe, before it enters their lungs. Water in the air
is condensed as it’s exhaled, and used to
keep their membranes moist.

#15

Reindeer migrate further
than any other land mammal

Not all reindeer migrate, but those that
do make epic journeys from their calving
grounds, where food is plentiful in summer, to their wintering grounds, where
snow is less deep. By fitting reindeer with
radio collars, biologists have shown that
they move back and forth a lot on migration, and are known to travel up to 3,000
miles (nearly 5,000 km) in a year, the
longest documented movement of any terrestrial mammal.

#16

Until recently, there were
reindeer in Antarctica

Although they are native to northern latitudes, 10 reindeer were introduced to
the Antarctic island of South Georgia by
Norwegian whalers in 1911, to provide recreational hunting and fresh meat for the
people working in the whaling industry.
Further introductions followed in 1912
and 1925. But numbers spiralled out of
control when the land-based whaling stations were closed down. The reindeers’
voracious grazing habits had a devastating
impact on the island’s vegetation, which
in turn affected native burrowing seabird
communities. In 2013-2014, all of South
Georgia’s reindeer (over 5,000 animals)
were eradicated.

#17

Reindeer used to live a lot
farther south

Today, they are a circumpolar species, living in the tundra and taiga zones of northern Europe, Siberia, and North America. But when the earth was cooler and
humans were less of a threat, they had larger territories extending all the way down
to Nevada, Tennessee and Spain during
the Pleistocene area. In the 19th century,
reindeer still lived in Southern Idaho.

#18

The entire body of a reindeer was once found
inside the stomach of a Greenland shark

These marine predators, the only truly sub-Arctic shark species, have been observed to ambush reindeer that walk too
close to the edge of the ice.

#19

Reindeer are referred to
in the same way as cows

While other deer species are referred
to as bucks, does and fawns, we use the
same terminology for reindeer as we do
for domestic cattle. Males are called bulls,
females are called cows and babies are called calves. Reindeer and cattle both belong
to the biological order Artiodactyla, and
a reindeer without its antlers closelyresembles its bovine cousin.

#20

Reinder make a clicking
noise as they walk

‘Up on the rooftop, click click click’ goes
the famous lyric - but reindeer make the
sound when they’re on the ground, too.
The noise doesn’t come from their hooves,
but rather from tendons slipping over the
bones in their feet.

#21

There are several subspecies of reindeer

Generally, the scientific literature recognises seven subspecies, although there is
variation among sources. Eurasian subspecies include the Eurasian tundra reindeer (Rangifer tarandus tarandus) and the
Eurasian forest reindeer (Rangifer tarandus fennicus). Inhabiting the high Arctic
islands are the Svalbard reindeer (Rangifer tarandus platyrhynchus) and Peary
caribou (Rangifer tarandus pearyi), while
in North America, reindeer are commonly split into the woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou), Grant’s caribou
(Rangifer tarandus granti) and the barren
ground caribou (Rangifer tarandus groenlandicus).

Forest Reindeer, (Rangifer tarandus
fennicus) are endemic to Russia and
Finland.

The Svalbard reindeer (Rangifer tarandus platyrhynchus) is the smallest subspecies, weighing about half as
much as the average reindeer.

#22

Reindeer antlers are like
fingerprints

There is considerable variation in the size
and shape of reindeer antlers. Some are
small and spindly (especially in the northernmost subspecies), while others are
very large and branched, especially in
bulls of the larger subspecies. Each individual has a unique antler pattern, much
like a human fingerprint. Shape and size
is determined mainly by genetics - but
age, nutrition, stress levels, parasites and
disease can also influence antler size and
formation.

#23

Reindeer have very short
tails

Long tails would be vulnerable to frostbite, but short tails are useless for swatting away swarms of arctic mosquitoes.
To defend themselves against the pesky
insects, reindeer choose to stay in places
that mosquitoes avoid, like windy spots or
cold snowfields.

Insects, such as black flies and mosquitoes are a plague to reindeer during the
summer and can cause enough stress
to inhibit feeding and calving. An adult
reindeer will lose about 1 litre (2 pints)
of blood to biting insects for every week
it spends in the tundra.

#24

Reindeer herds can be
massive

There is strong regional variation in the
size of reindeer herds, but some can be
enormous. The Taimyr herd of wild reindeer in Russia is the largest migratory herd
of reindeer in the world, peaking in the
year 2000 at just over a million animals!
Today, many herds are in decline, either as
a result of intensive commercial harvesting, climate change or industrial disturbance of their habitat.

#25

Santa’s reindeer are most
likely from Svalbard

Svalbard reindeer have stubby legs and
very shaggy hair. The thickness of the coat
contributes to their short-legged appearance. Clement C. Moore’s famous poem,
‘A Visit from Saint Nicholas’ introduced
the world to Santa’s ‘eight tiny reindeer,’
which means the sleigh-pulling crew probably came from Svalbard!
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